New Simulator for Neuroendoscopy: A Realistic and Attainable Model.
To present an attainable and realistic model for neuroendoscopic simulation which replicates exercises of tissue biopsy and coagulation and membrane fenestration. We presented a stepwise method to create a neuroendoscopic simulation model using bovine brain and membrane units made by a soda cup covered by an amniotic membrane inside an expanded polystyrene spherical container. We used face validation for preliminary evaluation. We also rated the students before and after training with the NEVAT global rating scale (GRS) and recorded the time required to complete all 3 procedures (third ventriculostomy, tissue biopsy, and coagulation). The total cost of the model was $5. The experts consider this new model as capable of reproducing real surgical situations with great similarity to the human brain. We tested the model in 20 trainees. The median GRS score before the training was 9 (range, 7-12). After repeated training and performance feedback, the final median GRS score was 41 (range, 37.5-45; P < 0.0001). The time needed to finish the exercises before training was 33 minutes (range, 30.5-42.5 minutes), and after using the model the final median time was 20 minutes (range, 17.5-22 minutes; P < 0.0001). Simulators for neuroendoscopy described so far are reliable, but they entail a high cost. Models with live animals, although of lower cost, are questioned from an ethical point of view. In the current work, we describe a high fidelity ventricular neuroendoscopic simulator model that, because of its low cost, can be replicated in any training center that has a neuroendoscope.